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The SCAMPS’ February meeting will be held Friday February 5th at the home of Bob Meltzer starting at 7 PM.

Directions to Bob Meltzer’s house in Irvine, CA.: From the 405 Freeway, take the Culver Drive Exit South. Go
approximately 2 long blocks to Michelson Drive and take a left. In approximately 1/2 mile, turn right on
Sandburg Way and go to Whitewood Way on the right- about 2 blocks. Turn right on Whitewood Way and his
house is on the southwest corner of the block, 19 Whitewood Way. Telephone if you get lost at 949-786-7456

SCAMPS NEWS by Clint Brooks
Allan Arnold has always impressed me with his engineering background. It comes as no surprise that he is constantly
utilizing his depth of knowledge to improve his free flight modeling experience. Allan has offered a short review of his
recent Texaco flight experiences at Perris during the last club contest event. In his typical understated manner he shares
his trials and tribulations in dealing with an off field retrieval:

The highs and lows of flying Texaco ( Allan Arnold)
The last contest of the season was a success for me although at first it didn’t seem that way. As the sun came up I
decided to have a Texaco flight with my 1/2A Lanzo Bomber-with its 3cc of fuel it climbed steadily in nice circling flight
to a good height. The engine quit at 3 minutes, but instead of gliding in circles it flew straight ahead in the direction of
Perris. The tracker signal faded as it landed but I had a good line to search for it. Just as the Bomber disappeared from

view the Gollywock mass launch was called- quick decision, I can get the Bomber later and still go for the mass launch;
good call as I won! Now to retrieve the Bomber- Floyd and I jumped in the car and headed for Perris. We drove up and
down the streets of Perris stopping to wave the Yagi about in the hope of picking up a tracker signal, but not a single peep
from the tracker. Finally we gave up the search and headed back to the field. I was severely pissed off to say the least,
this was the 4th 1/2A Texaco I had lost at Perris; two Powerhouses, one Airborne and now a Bomber, this time with a
Texaco engine and a tracker on board. But all was to change from despondency to joy; when I got home there was a
message on the answering machine that the plane had been picked up on Perris Blvd and was at the Sheriffs station in
Perris where I could pick it up the next afternoon. Next day I headed out to Perris and the Sheriffs station where I got the
full story of how the Police obtained the plane. Apparently a homeless man had found it and was walking down Perris
Blvd with the plane on his shopping cart early that morning. The police knew it was not his so stopped and asked him
where he got it. He told them he had just found it; the policeman promptly confiscated the plane and took it to the
Sheriffs station and called me. I wonder what the homeless would have done with it- maybe he would have taken up free
flight. The plane had flown 1.88 miles- at that distance the plane was not visible even with binoculars. It also it explains
why we could not get any signal from tracker as it was inside the Sheriffs station. If I had my new GPS/GSM/GPRS all
dancing, all singing tracker on board it would have said “Hey I’m in the Sheriffs station -come and get me!”
Now here is Bernie Crowe’s take on Allan’s GPS/GSM/GPRS setup he so humbly mentions in the foregoing article. You
can now see what I mean about the engineering streak in Allan:

Ignition flying meets the Internet (Bernie Crowe)
For many of us, the pleasures of flying a balsa wood airplane covered in tissue or silk, with a barking, growling longstroke ignition engine up front, evoke the happy days of our youth and remind us of simpler times. For some of us.
Southern California Antique Model Plane Society member Allan Arnold has a slightly different take on “the Old Days.”
Fed up of losing his laboriously-built planes on long, high flights, Allan has decided to embrace the future along with the
past. He has harnessed the Internet and the GPS system to ensure that it won’t happen again.

Inside his plane, which weighs a couple of pounds, Allan places a GPS locator beacon. This little 2-oz device gets its
location from the galaxy of GPS satellites passing overhead. When the plane has landed, maybe up to two miles away,

Allan calmly calls his plane on his cell phone. In a few moments a beep indicates that the beacon on board his plane has
responded, sending a text message to his phone containing its latitude and longitude. If the plane is still in the air, the
unit sends the speed of the plane too!
Allan then enters the lat/long data into his Garmin GPS tracker, and an arrow points the way to the plane, and tells him
how far away it is. Plugging the same data into his laptop computer, Allan calls up Google Earth, and a map of the area
is displayed with the plane’s position clearly marked on it.
Sounds expensive, but Allan points out that all the equipment costs less than a conventional radio tracker! We believe
that in his spare time, Allan is working on a modified robot that will trundle across the field, out into the town, and bring
his plane back to him safe and sound! Well, maybe the last bit is just rumor…
As long as we are on the topic of retrievals Norm Furutani has offered some suggestions for maintaining contact with
members searching the field for models that have flown the coop. Having spent a good hour at one contest looking for
one of my buddies, I think the suggestions are quite on target and appropriate for our activity-we are not as strong and
invincible as we once were…particularly during the hotter parts of the year we typically fly in:
Hi Guys,
I've been meaning to write this up, but just like the fleet of planes I'm going to build, it hasn't happened.

USE OF CHEAP WALKIE TALKIES v.1 (Norm Furutani)
I would like to encourage the use of the simple, cheap, FRS 2 way radios. I've been using them for years and it has been a
great convenience and safety back-up.
Here's the reason. At almost every contest, we have a guy go chase his plane and then not come back for an hour or two.
Everyone gets concerned and we set up a search party - we've all done this. Another scenario, John Doe loses sight of his
plane, he comes back empty handed needs the line last seen. Timer thought he had it so he didn't note the line. How about
this one, you're out searching for your plane, 5 miles out and 2 hrs. later, only to find out someone saw it land and
brought it right back.
Here's what I do. I have a pair of radios; and a fresh set of batteries will do a weekend. One radio I hang from my timers
tripod, on my flight box or somewhere where it can be heard. The other goes in the knapsack on my chase bike (along
with a bottle of water!). Both are turned on and left on.
If I lose my line, I can call back to my timer to note the landing spot and steer me to the line. If the plane is lost, I can tell
someone I'm out looking and if anyone brings it back, let me know.
If someone just happens to be worried about where I went (yeah, right) they can get a hold of me (this is usually, “hey,
you said you would time for me!”). The other is your buddy who is going to time you started to follow the wrong plane
and he'll be out forever looking for it. Tell him he's on the wrong line!
The radios are getting better all the time, cheaper ($40-50 a pair) with more range. Get the ones that use dry batteries.
You can't charge a dead set on the field. They are line of sight, so if you fall in a hole, you're out of luck. Range at say,
Lost Hills is probably to Hwy 46.
Cell phones could be OK if they all worked on our flying fields. But you need the number for the person you're calling or
they need yours. The beauty of the radio is that anyone with in ear shot, can pick up the 2nd unit and communicate with
you.
The best use is - “Honey, I'm hot and hungry, could you bring me a sandwich and a soda?”
Want to try it? See me on the field.

Thanks for the input Norm-great tip that we can all benefit from and may someday owe our life to.

Covering Technique-Chalking Tissue (Clint Brooks)
As a stick and tissue builder, eventually you will arrive at the realization that the available standard tissue colors
only go so far in the context of scale model subjects. Beyond the standard Esaki and what may be available as
domestic tissue colors, you are forced to try other methods to achieve the correct color scheme on your models.
Some builders resort to airbrushing techniques, which look very beautiful and realistic with time and skill
development. Lovely as this looks, the model eventually faces serious tissue damage during flight testing or just
flying the model after trim characteristics are sorted out, not to mention inevitable damage from the motor if the
model is rubber powered.
Another coloring method is available which offers the robustness of a native tissue covering with the ability to
add custom coloring to suit your aircraft paint scheme. This method involves the use of chalk pastel powder to
provide the color and hue to the tissue covering itself. By using this technique, you reduce the level of effort on
tissue repairs dramatically compared to an airbrushed model. Realistically, none of the methods we deploy are
perfect solutions. I prefer to cover in a manner that is easily repaired, so I’m partial to the chalking technique
mainly for that reason.
In the first picture are two brands of chalk pastels I’ve tried with great success. Do not use oil based pastels-this
works good on artist media, but lousy on model airplanes. You need to apply dope or clear Krylon over the
finished product, and oil based pastels will inhibit this considerably. Winsor & Newton and Sennelier are two
major brands commonly found in art supply stores. These pastels are very soft and easily worked into the tissue
grain. I’ve used harder grade chalk, but it seemed to me the harder the chalk, the harder it was to achieve a good
saturation of the tissue for some reason, even when shaved to powder.

The Micron brand pen shown is an archival quality fine line art pen used for line work on tissue. This ink will
not bleed when sprayed with water, alcohol or dope thinner. It works best when applied to bare tissue-if added
onto a doped surface, the color fastness is not as great, and the risk of bleeding is increased. Do some tests

yourself to determine the nature of the ink on your proposed finish if you plan to use in this manner. I use the
Micron pens to apply all the line work I can to tissue elements before adding chalk and applying to the modelnormally surfaces that do not have compound contour involved and can be traced directly as a flat pattern from a
drawing layout of the aircraft. Inking lines on applied tissue is another skill set that can be discussed at another
time.
Final color of the tissue using chalk is very dependent on the base color of tissue used. In the example for this
article, green Esaki tissue is utilized to obtain an olive drab result for military aircraft.
I did my Stahl P-51 using white tissue attempting to get to a faded olive drab look, and green to achieve the dark
OD you see on the P-39 in this article. I also chalked yellow tissue with yellow chalk to increase the hue of
yellow on my Tiger Moth model, finished in yellow Australian trainer colors. The subdued native yellow tissue
comes alive and looks painted when done this way-very satisfying results indeed! For non-scale models,
experiment with the addition of complimentary colors to achieve color fades and intense hues not normally
seen-you will amaze your friends with your artistic prowess!
I suggest you use a sizeable piece of tissue to start, in order to obtain all the necessary material to cover your
model without having to go back and make up another specimen and match the previous color. You might
choose to experiment using ratios of pastel colors required to achieve a blend that suits your needs-I don’t think
you will find off the shelf pastels completely acceptable, but there are quite a range of hues in each color
spectrum to choose from, so maybe you can if you have a good sense of color when shopping for the pastels.
Use a smooth working surface to tape down the edge of the tissue enough to hold it flat and wrinkle free.
Important-place tissue with glossy surface down. The chalk needs to be applied to the dull side of the tissue to
be worked into the grain. I tape the corner and maybe a midpoint along the edges-just enough tape on the tissue
to hold it in place and not tear out when removing at the end of the process. Use a piece of cardboard as a
pallet-it will be getting dusty and stained with chalk dust.
The sample picture shows green tissue with a bit of olive colored pastel scraped onto it. Spread this out as
evenly as you can with your fingertips, as if finger painting. Use light pressure to avoid tearing the tissue. On a
large sheet, you will need to scrape or sand pastel dust into many small piles to work into the tissue. I generally
scrape the end of the pastel with a razor blade-often you can just pinch the end of the pastel which will crumble
into powder for a larger volume. Make sure it is all powdered before working it into the tissue with your
fingers. Of course you could pre-mix a batch in a container and apply as needed during the process as well.

If needed, you can adjust the hue of the chalk by mixing other colors in, as done when mixing a paint color. The
next few shots show some green pastel being added to allow a bit more green hue, and then a bit of red pastel
added to increase the brown hue. This can be darkened a bit by adding black pastel dust. I suggest making a
test sample or two before committing an entire sheet of tissue-just so you understand the process of mixing the
colors for the scheme you want to achieve. When you do your test samples, be sure to spray some clear matte
Krylon over the glossy side of the tissue to see how the finish application will affect the final color-this makes a
big difference.

Camouflage schemes can be achieved with careful application of color. I’ve not attempted this myself, but have
watched the CD-ROM offered through SFA on achieving this using paper masks for sharp demarcation edges,
and just finger blending, light to dark for soft demarcations. Obviously more time is involved on schemes such
as this. My suggestion would be to chalk the light color and then use an airbrush over the covered model for the
darker areas-a hybrid approach that still offers some ease of repair during flight operations. Touching up one
color is easier than two or three!
I’ve only scratched the surface of this topic. Still to be discussed are ways to integrate aircraft markings onto
chalked tissue-using printed tissue or some other applied technique to the basic tissue sheet. My technique
today is to apply tissue composite markings over the covered model or printing the markings directly onto the
tissue prior to chalking, depending on the field colors of the marking. I’ve also used chalked tissue through my
printer to obtain ‘decals’ of small lettering (usually black or other opaque color) that can be cut out and appliedthe colored carrier tissue matches the chalked model so well you cannot detect the overlap unless held up to
bright light. Luckily the opacity of the tissue increases, so not much shadowing results with this method.
I finish my models with thinned nitrate dope and have used Krylon as well. Nitrate always develops the brown
caste, and this can tarnish a color scheme if you are not careful to thin considerably or use material that has not
been contaminated. The Krylon will not change the color-but I notice it develops a tackiness over time-I’m not
sure if it’s from your skin oil contact during repeated handling, or because I always have rubber lube on my
fingers when I fly my models. It’s not a big deal, but disappointing to see happening. The same holds true for
doped tissue-always the greasy spots from the motor slapping around inside the fuselage!
The Stahl P-39 shown is green Esaki tissue chalked to OD using olive, green earth, red and black pastel mixed.
The bottom of the ship is white tissue chalked with straight up light grey pastel-there must be 20 shades of this
to pick from! All wing and stab ink work was done over the plan using the Micron pens, before any chalking.
The fuselage was inked after covering and prior to finish with Krylon. The door on the cockpit was cut out from
chalked tissue and applied over the previously covered fuselage. This gives a clean impression of a separate
door due to the tissue edge and the darker hue allowed by doubling the tissue in this area. I have beaten this
model considerably and recovered many areas of it using replacement inked and chalked tissue-easy to do and
much less work than airbrushing.
Give tissue chalking a try-it’s easier to do than explain.

This and That
News Flash-F1Q Americas Cup goes to Bernie Crowe

Our own Bernie Crowe has prevailed as the Americas Cup winner in the F1Q event for 2009. Bernie has labored long
and hard to gain a competitive edge in this event over the past few years and the victory is quite an accomplishment. Our
congratulations for making the effort and achieving the recognition you have worked so hard for.
Well done Bernie!

NFFS Symposium Articles Solicited
If you haven't already heard, Sergio Montes, editor-in-chief of Free Flight Quarterly, has been selected as the
editor of the NFFS's 2010 symposium. Contrary to most past years, his was a very late appointment and work
has just recently begun on soliciting papers. Happily, several proposals are in hand, as well as a few drafts. Still,
many more are being sought.
Please find attached a solicitation blurb from Sergio that you'll hopefully choose to publish whole or in part in
your latest editions. This would be of great help in the provision of papers for the sympo, as time is now of the
essence.
If you've any questions, please to not hesitate to contact me (David Mills-ed)or Sergio -many thanks in advance.
From Sergio:
“This year I had the honour to be appointed Editor for the 2010 NFFS Sympo. This is a great and most
influential publication for us Free Flight aficionados, and I would like this issue to be as successful as the past
ones. Each Sympo is a mixture of the old and the new, some history and some thoughts for the future, and in the
middle is what is happening now. We have lived through the Balsa Wood revolution of the 1930's, the Glow
Engine revolution of the 50's, Russian Design revolution of the 90's and now a wide-ranging Publishing and
Electronic revolution that is affecting what we build and fly. To reflect on this incredible interesting past and
equally fascinating future I need your thoughts and suggestions for articles as well as complete articles, too! I

will give special importance on plans for incorporating more young people to Free Flight by emphasizing its
many challenges, the craft, the physical, intellectual and character-building aspects that go with the
competition.
You can contact me at <montes@iinet.net.au>, where I will be most appreciative of your comments and
ideas.”

SCAMPS Monthly Club Contest Calendar for 2010
Date

Rubber

Power

Contest Director

Feb 17

Coupe F-1G / Twin Pusher

OT ABC Pylon

Kevin Sherman

Mar 10

OT Small Rubber-Combined

1/2A-C Gas -Nostalgia

TBD

Apr 14

P-30 / Greve Racer FAC Mass Launch

OT ABC Fuselage

TBD

May 12

Moffet / Twin Pusher

F-1Q / E-36/ Harbor Freight

TBD

Jun 9

4 oz. & 8 oz. Wakefield

B-D AMA Gas

Bernie Crowe

Jul 14

Jimmie Allen / Commercial Rubber

30 Second Antique

TBD

Aug 11

OT Large Rubber-Combined

1/2A-C Gas -Nostalgia

TBD

Sep 8

Coupe F-1G / HLG/ CLG

OT ABC Fuselage

TBD

Oct 13

Nostalgia Wake / Rubber

F-1Q / E-36/ Harbor Freight

TBD

Nov 10

Jimmy Allen / P-30

1/2A-A AMA Gas

TBD

Date

Rubber

Power

Contest Director

Dec 8

Gollywock Mass Launch / Small OT
Rubber-Combined

B-D AMA Gas

Kevin Sherman

As you can see there are some holes in the new calendar for CD’s-Contact Bernie if you would like to assist in
being a club contest CD for one of these events.

SCAMPS Haggart/Bowden
Sunday, February 14, 2010– Perris, CA
AMA Sanctioned Contest
***Flying Starts at 7:00 AM and contest closes at 1:00PM!

EVENTS:
Haggart-Bowden 2-minute precision
*ABC Pylon – Combined (20 Second engine run)
*ABC Fuselage – Combined (20 Second engine run)
*Small O.T. Rubber - Combined - (Stick & Fuselage)
*Large O.T. Rubber - Combined - (Stick & Fuselage)
*Perris Special (15 Second engine run - Glow & Ignition)
* 1/2A Nostalgia (9 Second Hand Launch, 12 Second VTO or ROG)
* ABC Nostalgia (9 Second Hand Launch, 12 Second VTO or ROG)
* Nostalgia Rubber
•
•
•
•

3 minute Max
SAM rules for standard SAM events
Entry fee is $5 per event
Merchandise Prizes

CD Allen Heinrich
(760) 956-2949
Haggart-Bowden (2-minute Precision RULES: Aircraft must be a NON-Pylon type, conforming to the 8
oz./sq. ft, 80 oz./cu. Inch and L2/100 rules. The power shall be spark ignition engine(s). All flights shall be rise
off ground. The time target for each flight is 120 seconds (2 minutes). Each flight will be scored as the
difference between actual flight time and the target time. Each contestant will make 3 flights. On any flight, a
D/T action at less than 4 minutes will result in a ZERO flight time (120 score for that flight). The winner will
be the flyer that accumulates the total nearest 3 perfect 2-minute flights.

